LINKING IDEAS: TRANSITION WORDS

Emphasizing Information
Especially
Definitely
Particularly
Without a doubt
Certainly
In fact/in reality
Always/never
Significantly

Adding Information
Moreover
In addition
Next
Similarly
Additionally
Furthermore
As well
In the light of
Likewise
Finally
Besides
Along with
Also
Another
Other
In the same way/fashion

Contrasting and Comparing
On the other hand
However
Meanwhile
Compared to
Even though
In spite of
Similar
Despite
But
Yet
Although
Despite
Except
Whereas
Nevertheless
Similarly
Unlike
In contrast

Giving Examples
Such as
For example/instance
The evidence of ..... is
In this case

Cause and Effect
So that
Because
Therefore
Consequently
As a consequence
Hence
Thus

Referring to a study
As indicated/referred
The study stated/(As) discussed/(as) Noted
As can be seen
Stated
Research
Shown
Demonstrate

Concluding
Given these ideas/points
All things considered
On the whole
To summarize
To sum up/
Therefore
Finally
At last/lastly
In conclusion
To finalize
In summary
Overall
As a result
After all
Altogether
All in all
In essence

DISCLAIMER: TRY TO AVOID REPEATING THE SAME TRANSITION WORD TWICE IN THE SAME PARAGRAPH, ESPECIALLY IN THE SAME SENTENCE
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